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Coupled channel calculations for Coulomb and nuclear excitation of the systems 136Xe-238U 
and 238|j_238u have been performed using the rotation-vibration model. The impact parameter-, 
energy- and spin-dependence of the excitation probabilities are discussed for the ground state-, 
ß- and y-band up to J71 =  36+. It is shown that the energy levels and quadrupole matrix elements 
are strongly influenced by the rotation-vibration interaction. Analytic expressions for the elastic 
and coupling potentials are presented.

1. Introduction

In connection with first experiments at GSI 
concerning positron creation and Coulomb fission 
in collisions of very heavy ions, an accurate 
theoretical description of Coulomb and nuclear 
excitation of 238U becomes necessary: The spon
taneous and induced positron production in over- 
critical fields1 is accompanied by internal pair 
creation following nuclear Coulomb excitation2-6'32. 
An experimental separation of both processes should 
be feasible by their different spectra. Furthermore, 
measurements of the K-vacancy probability as well 
as the spectroscopy of superheavy electronic 
quasimolecules are only possible if nuclear back
ground contributions like conversion processes can 
be subtracted. Recently fission of 238U induced by 
136Xe projectiles below the interaction barrier has 
been observed7-9. At low incident energy, the 
experimental data are interpreted as Coulomb 
fission events8 even though a small influence of 
transfer reactions cannot be ruled out. These data 
can be explained quantitatively10-33 by considering 
the rotation-vibration interaction (RVI) which 
lowers the Coulomb fission cross section by at least 
one order of magnitude compared with the theo-
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retical results of Ref. n , neglecting RVI. It is 
needless to mention that Coulomb excitation is a 
powerful tool for the examination of collective 
nuclear properties12-15, especially in the actinide 
region16-21. All these facts demonstrate the 
importance of extensive Coulomb excitation calcula
tions for very heavy nuclei. The calculations 
reported here are the first ones including not only 
the ground state rotational band but also several 
higher bands up to spin 36/iL For this purpose the 
standard COULEX-program by Winther and 
de Boer22 was modified to include about 80 levels, 
allowing for 9 magnetic substates per level. Addi
tionally, strong interaction effects were taken into 
account in the excitation and in the relative motion 
of the nuclei.

After a short review of the general excitation 
formalism in Sect. 2 we derive analytic expressions 
for the coupling potentials, especially the nuclear 
part, which are valid also in the overlap region 
( r<  i?oi +  ^02)- In Sect. 4 a description of the 
intrinsic Hamiltonian is given and the calculated 
energy spectrum is compared with experimental 
data. We evaluate the collective quadrupole matrix 
elements entering the excitation code and tabulate 
numerical values for several interband matrix 
elements which are related to the y-transition rates. 
Finally, we present typical numerical results 
concerning angular distributions, spin distributions 
and excitation functions for the system 136Xe-238U 
and 238U-238U. The strong influence of the rotation- 
vibration interaction on the excitation of high spin 
states is extensively discussed.
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2. Coupled Channel Equations for Coulomb 
and Nuclear Excitation

We consider inelastic heavy ion scattering with 
projectile energies in the vicinity of the Coulomb 
barrier. If the nuclear surfaces are separated by a 
distance d > 4 fm, the interaction is of pure 
electromagnetic nature. In heavy ion collisions, 
where the nuclei do not overlap, the maximum 
relative velocity amounts to v/c < 0.1. Therefore 
retardation effects as well as the magnetic inter
action, being proportional to (v/c)2 ^  0.01, can be 
neglected. Hence the excitation is mainly deter
mined by the electric multipole-multipole inter
action.

For projectile energies in the region of the Coulomb 
barrier the strong interaction also becomes impor
tant. The attractive nuclear forces lead to inter
ference effects in angular distributions and excita
tion functions12-14-23.

The total Hamiltonian in the c.m. system has the 
following structure 

H( 1, 2, r) =  H0(l) +  H0(2) +  W( 1, 2, r) +  Trei
(2.1)

where Ho(n), n — 1,2 describes the unperturbed 
projectile and target nucleus, respectively. The 
potential W, containing the electromagnetic and 
strong interaction, depends on the intrinsic 
coordinates of both nuclei and the relative coordi
nate r. Tret is the kinetic energy of relative motion. 
The interaction W may be written in the form

W(\, 2, r) — U (r) -[- F (l, 2, r) , (2.2)
where U (r) denotes the monopole-monopole part 
and V the coupling potential for projectile and 
target excitation. Because of the large Sommerfeld
parameter r] =ZiZ2e2/hv 1 in collisions of heavy 
nuclei the excitation mechanism may be treated in 
semiclassical approximation. The classical trajectory 
r(t) is obtained by solving Hamilton's equations 
with the elastic potential U(r). Figure 1 shows the 
classical trajectory in a 238U_238"[J collision at 
i£lab =  1785 MeV. Compared with the Rutherford 
hyperbola the distance of closest approach changes 
from i?min =  14.1 fm to 13.0 fm for an impact 
parameter b =  2.485 fm.

Since we have separated the relative motion, the 
time dependent Schrödinger equations reads 
[#o(l) +  H0(2) +  F (l, 2, r («))] f  (1, 2, t)

=  ih  — W(i,2 ,t) (2.3)

The dominant part of the coupling potential is 
given by the monopole-multipole interaction (see 
Section 3).

F ( l , 2 , r ) ^  F ( l , r ) +  F (2 ,r) . (2.4)

The first term in Eq. (2.4) only contains the 
intrinsic coordinates of the projectile and therefore 
causes projectile excitation, wThile the second term 
concerns the target nucleus. Using Eq. (2.4) the 
Schrödinger equation (2.3) separates (i =  l,2 )

8
=  (2-5)

(solid line). The incident energy .Ê b = 1785 MeV exceeds 
the Coulomb barrier by about 25%. The corresponding 
Rutherford hyperbola is given by the dashed line.

We expand the total wave function xp in terms of 
the eigenstates (pm( î) of the unperturbed Hamil
tonian Hq

y (f<, 0 =  2  am (t) cpm di) exp [ -  (i/h) Em t] , (2.6)
■m

which leads to the following set of linear coupled 
differential equations for the occupation amplitudes.

an (t) =  (i />)-12  am (t) <<Pn (f) | F(|, r  (t)) I cpm (f )>
m

X exp{{ilh)(En ~ E m)t} . (2.7)

The asymptotic excitation probabilities
pcb(*_» +  oo) =  |a ra( ^ + o o ) |2  (2.8)

are calculated numerically with a coupled channel 
code including also the strong interaction.

3. Elastic and Coupling Potentials

In general the nucleus-nucleus potential consists 
of a Coulomb and nuclear part. If the nuclear
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surfaces do not overlap the Coulomb interaction is 
given by the usual multipole expansion24

ZXZ2 e2
^Coul (r) = ----— -  +

r li.h^l nii, niz

and the electric multipole operator

M (El,m ) =  Sop(r)ri Y*m (Ü) dr (3.3)
V D»l»l!Z  1112 ( - 1 )

X M1* (E h ,m 1)M 2*(E l2,m 2) Yh+ht

h y—ii—fo — i

- mi — m2 (ß)
(3.1)

with

pflll»! Bhh
( 1)fl!l + ffli (4 Ttf'2

[(2«i +  1)(2Z2 +  1)(2ZI +  2Z2 +  1)]1/2
+  h  +  rni +  m2) ! (Zi -f l2 — mi — m2) !

(h +  m i)! (h -  m i)! (l2 +  m2) ! (l2 -  m2) !
1/2

(3.2)

We note that the relative coordinate r is directed 
form nucleus 2 to nucleus 1. The nuclear potential 
can be evaluated within the framework of the 
extended liquid drop model25-26. It is a functional 
of the nuclear density distribution g(rt) of both 
ions and contains the Yukawa, compression and 
symmetry energy

t nucl (r ) =  f Yuk(r ) +  ĉomp (r ) +  vsy m(r) . (3.4)

In sudden approximation, g =  g(ri) +  g (r2), these 
potentials are related to the basic Yukawa integral

Y {r,ju,gi,g2) =  —  JJg(ri)4 71 '  J
in the following manner

exp[— | ri — r 2 +  
I ri — r 2 +  r  I

g{r2) d n  d r2 (3.5)

^Yuk(r) =  Fo
1

Y(r, n, g i, g2) — ju2 lim —  Y(r, v, gi, g2)

C 1
Fcomp (r) =  —  hm —-  [ Y(r, v, g i, g2) — b Y(r, v, g0, go)], 

go v-+o v2
(3.6)

J W r )  =  — ( 1 - 2  
go

z  1
1 -  2

Z2 \ 1
lim —  Y (r, v, gi, g2) .

A2 j v

For the equilibrium density in infinite nuclear 
matter we take the value po =  0.17 fm~3 obtained 
by Bethe27. The compression and symmetry 
constants are fixed by certain stability conditions11 
to be C =  30 MeV and G =  70MeV, respectively. 
In the calculations the range fi of the Yukawa 
force enters as free parameter; it was varied between 
1.0 and 1.2 fm. The corresponding strength Fo 
depends on /u and can be deduced e.g. from the 
height of the Coulomb barrier.

In analogy to the Coulomb interaction, Eq. (3.1), 
the Yukawa integral in Eq. (3.5) can be expanded 
in multipoles. As suggested in Ref. 25 for spherical 
nuclei, we first Fourier-transform the integrand in 
Eq. (3.5)

exp[— | ri — r 2 -f r\ jp~\
| ri — r 2 +  r  |

1 . exp[i k(ri — r 2 -f- r)l 
~  t . + i / „ .  —  (37)

and expand the plane waves elku into partial waves 
with angular momentum L

exp [i k u] =  4 n 2  iL 1l (k u) YLM (Qk) Y*LM (Qu) .
LM (3.8)

Inserting the expressions (3.7) and (3.8) into the 
Yukawa integral Y one obtains

Y (r , /u, g i, g2) =  ]> fim (r , /u,gi, g2) Y*m (Q) (3.9)
i, tn

with

fim(r,/u, g i,g 2) =  8(4jr)-1/2 J  ih~h+l [(2/i +  1)(2Z2 +  1)
hmihnii
th  h  l \  ( h h  k2 

x (2 ' + 1,11,2(o o o ) U  (3.10)
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The formfactors Aim are defined by
A im (k, q) =  J dr Q (r) n (k r) Y*lm (Q) . (3.11)

In the following we restrict ourselves to the 
monopole-multipole part of the interaction in 
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.10) which is known to be dominant 
from Coulomb excitation experiments. 

The formulas simplify considerably
ZxZ2e2 _  4 TT

+ oo

V I — r—l—1
1^1,m 21 +  1 (3.12)Coul (r ) —

X [ ( - l ) lZ2eM 1(E l,m )+ Z 1eM 2(EI, m)} Ylm(Q) 

and similarly Eq. (3.10) becomes

flm{r,IU, Q1,Q2)
8(47r)-1/2 f k2dk

ji {k r)l +  öio J ^  +  l/^2 
o

X [.4oo(fc,ei)(- 1 )mAi-m(k, q2) 
+  ( - l ) i A 00(k, q2) 

X ( -  l)mA t-m(k,e i)]. (3.13)

Since the Coulomb forces in a heavy-ion collision 
mainly excite the collective degrees of freedom such 
as rotations, surface vibrations, and giant reso
nances, we describe the nucleus in terms of the 
collective surface variables cnim

R(Q) =  # 0[1 +  ■ (3.14)
l ,m

Assuming homogeneous density distributions £>i 
and q2 we obtain for the electric multipole operator

ZZeR0i
M(E I, m) — — -------a/m4 71 0( aL) (3.15)

and similarly the formfactor is given by 

#o2
Aim(k, q) =  (47t)112 Q—j—ji(k Ro) <5zo ömo

+  QRo*ji(k # 0) +  0(afw) , (3.16)

where we have restricted ourselves to terms linear 
in the surface variables aim. Combining Eqs. (3.16), 
(3.13), and (3.9) the Yukawa integral reads28

Y (r, /u, Ql, q2) =  4 Qx 02 #01 i?02 [F (ft, r, Roi, #02) 
+  R01 2  ( -  1)<4» Y;m{Q)Qt{p,r, Roi, #02)

l>l,m
#02 2  O-lm Yjm(Q) Gl (fi, r, R02 , Roi)] .

(3.17)

In Eq. (3.17) the following abbreviations have been 
used

F(ju,x,y,z) =
dk

— 00 
+ 00

Gi{fi, x,y, z) =

k2 +  1 \fx2 

kdk
k2 +  1 \fx2

jo{kx)j1(ky)j1(kz)

(3.18) 

ji(kx)ji{ky)ji{kz) .

The integration over the momentum space in 
Eq. (3.18) can be done by means of the theory of 
residues23.

We have calculated also the Coulomb potential 
for two overlapping nuclei which is contained in 
our formalism, namely

Fcoul (r) =
4 n Z xZ2 e2 

A \A 2 lim Y(r, v, q i,q 2) .
v—*oo

(3.19)

For the evaluation of the various nuclear potentials 
in Eq. (3.6) and the Coulomb potential one needs 
the quantities F  and Gi as well as their limites 
/ u 0 and ju ^  00. For 1 =  2 the corresponding 
analytic expressions are given in appendix A.

For well separated nuclei (r >  #01 +  #02) only 
the first term of the Yukawa potential contributes 
to the nuclear potential. Hence, it results

Vnnci(r) =  *7yuk (0 +  2  t^YukW  a f i

+  ^2Yuk(r) a2m] Y2m(Q) , 

e-r/u
^YukW = 9 ——

(3.20)

(3.21)

with
9 — 4TT FO 112 ql q2 #01 #02 

#01
X

X

h f -  \ #01

M  
#02 /

sinh

sinh

H . #01 cosh-----
fx 

#02 
fX

#01 [x
. #02 cosh —— 

#02 [A
and 

with
T ^ ( r )  =  h f2(r) (3.22)

h =  $7lvoql 02 #oi #02 [/2(#02) +  /2(~  #02)]
x [ - / l ( # O l) + / l ( - # O l) L

(3.22)
fi (x) =  |  exp ( -  xfn) — -t- I — \ - continued 

h(x) =  |e x p ( -  x\ix)

E f ^ l lx w .
/ \ ■>

E
x h u
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The corresponding coupling potential for projectile 
excitation, T^YUk(r), is obtained from Eq. (3.22) by 
interchanging the nuclear radii Roi and i?o2-

In Figure 2 the elastic potential U(r) and the 
radial part of the coupling potential T2(r) are 
plotted for the system 238"[j-238XJ. The dashed 
curves correspond to Coulomb interaction only. 
In contrast to lighter systems like 12C-12C no 
quasimolecular minimum29 is found in the elastic 
potential due to the predominance of the repulsive 
Coulomb force. Obviously the strong interaction 
lowers the Coulomb barrier by about 50 MeV 
(c.m.s.).

[MeVlt- \ 238,, 238,
I400r \ u(rl

20 r[fm]

Fig. 2. Elastic potential U (r) and radial part of the quadru
pole coupling potential Tz(r) for 238U-238U. The range 
and strength of the Yukawa potential amount to fi — 1.2 fm 
and Fo =  — 300 MeV fm, respectively. The dashed curves 
are calculated with Coulomb interaction only.

Concerning the coupling potential it is seen that 
the nuclear forces diminish the Coulomb excitation 
[caused by ^CouiML when the nuclei reach a 
distance less than about 20.0 fm during the scatter
ing process. T2(r) has a maximum at rm =  19.2 fm 
with T2 (r m) =  46.33 MeV. It is important to realize 
that total Coulomb-nuclear interference,

T2(RCr =  17.0fm) =  0 ,

takes place even before 
Hoi +  i?02 =  14.9 fm.

the nuclei touch at

4. Collective Hamiltonian 
and Quadrupole Matrix Elements

Since we are mainly interested in Coulomb and 
nuclear excitation of deformed even-even nuclei, we 
use the Hamiltonian of the rotation-vibration model 
(RVM)30.31

Ho =  H rot +  #vib +  #rot-vib (4.1)

to describe the nucleus.
Neglecting the rotation-vibration interaction 

Hrot-vib one obtains the following energy spectrum

+  (1 ^  +  1 +  2 n2) Ey +  (no +  £) Eß (4.2) 

and the corresponding eigenfunctions 
2 / + 1 1/2

16TT2(1 +  <5K,O)

X UKtnt(ri)vn0( |) .  (4.3)

The collective energy levels of the Hamiltonian Ho 
are olta'ned by numerical diagonalization of 
/ / rot- vib within the basis states given in Equation 
(4.3). For 238]j the six lowest rotational bands

0L

[MeV] 238U92
gs-band

24*
J21
_Z£LL
18*
16*
14*
J2L

Experiment HMH

Fig. 3. Comparison between experimental17'21 and theo
retical energy spectrum of the ground state rotational band, 
a) rotation-vibration model (RVM), b) symmetric rotor.
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| K n2n0} up to spin 40+ were included. The energy 
parameters entering Eq. (4.2) were taken from the 
low energy spectrum of 238XJ (Ref. 16) and amount 
to e =  0.Öl37, Eß =  0.9948 and E y=  1.0445 MeV. 
Figure 3 gives a comparison between experimental 
and theoretical energy levels of the ground state 
rotational band. The rotation-vibration interaction 
(RVI), which is equivalent to a centrifugal stretch
ing of the nucleus, appreciably lowers the spectrum 
of the high spin states. We find AE =  0.5, 1.5 and 
3.0 MeV for 7 =  20, 30, and 40, respectively. 
Including RVI, the experimental ground state 
band17-21 is reproduced rather well. The theoretical

[MeV] U Rotational Bands lKn,n„>

-io— r

1002) 1001) I000) 1200 > 1400) 1201)
Fig. 4. Rotational bands built on top of several ß- and y- 
vibrational levels in 238U, as predicted by the RVM.

predictions for the ß- and y-band as well as for the 
two phonon bands |002>, |201> and |400> are 
presented in Figure 4. For the evaluation of the 
various excitation amplitudes in Eq. (2.7) we need 
the matrix elements <cpn> \ V | cpn) of the coupling 
potential. Using the expression (3.12) and (3.17) 
these can be reduced to the matrix elements of the 
operators M (El,m) and txim, which are in fact 
proportional to each other in lowest order a\m (see 
Eq. (3.15)). The eigenstates cpn are expanded in the 
basis (4.3)

(4.4)<P? =  IK »2 no
r l♦ wjIMn̂,Kri2no ^  Kn̂ no ■>

where the expansion coefficients C follow from the 
diagonalization procedure. Using the Wigner- 
Eckart theorem

I ' 
- M 'X

( -  1 )!'-* '

I I
Mm

(4.5)

(<pl'\\M{El) \\<pl)

it is sufficient to evaluate the reduced matrix 
elements of the electric multipole operator. Insert
ing the expansion (4.4) we obtain

<<pUM (E2)\\<pl>=2 Cn',KKnv.no 
K'm'no'

si'

nz'no' ^n,Kmno (4-6)

According to Ref. 31 the collective quadrupole 
operator in second order aim can be expressed by 
the intrinsic coordinates f , rj and the Euler angles

<$£•»,'».'II M{E2) \\&Kntnoy =  \<J'K'W 7)23II IK )

K'K n̂z'ni. n̂o no +  (1 +  2a) öK'K dn2'U2(n0| £ | w0>

a a
+  -ß- Ök-k ont>n, <n0'| I 2 I n0)  -  2 —  <iT n2' \rj2 \K n2) d„ (4.7)

+  <I'K'\\ 7>2 _2 +  /)2 +21| IK ) (K ' n2'\ r ] \K  n2> dBo,Bo (1 -  2 a) -  <K' n2' \ V \ K n2) <w0' | f  | w0>
2a 
ßo

ßo describes the equilibrium deformation and a =  f (5/tz:)1/2 ßo • The numerical value of ß0 can be calcul
ated from the transition matrix element <2+g\\ M(E2) || O+g) leading to ß0 =  0.264 for 238U. The ma
trix elements of the rotation matrices are easily evaluated to be

/ 21' + I \ 1/2
( I 'K ' I Dlo || IK ) =  (2 7' +  l)i/2(7' 2 11 K'OK), <7'A" || 7)2 _2 +  7>2 +21| IK ) =

X[{I' 2 I \K '2 K ) +  ( -  ! )! '( / ' 2/1 - K '2 K )  +  (7' 271 K' -  2 K )]. (4.8)
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For the vibrational matrix elements one obtains 

<rco'UK> =  ßoyii^o +  1)1/2 <W,«0+1 +  (no)il2 ,
i nQ 1121 no> =  ßo2 y*[(n0 +  2)ll2(n0 +  l)*'2 <5n0>0+2 +  (2n0 +  1) <5M(/Mo+  (»„ -  1)1/2 W /2 < U n .-2] (4.9)

with the abbreviation y — (3 el(2Eß))1!2. The ^-vibrational matrix elements follow from the general ex
pression (13) in Ref. 30

n2'\r)\K  n2> =  ß0 ^  V ,  +  n2)W2 <5n2,n2 -  (na +  l)1'2 <W.«.+i]

+  ß o ^ d r .K + i  [(** +  n2 +  l)1'2 <5M2-W2 -  (n2) ^

+  P + 1  +  2n2) <5n2'Ma -  (n2 +  1)1/2(1 K +  n2 +  1)1/2 <5M2, W2+1] , (4.10)

where the coefficient x is given by x =  (3 e/Ey)112.
Numerical results for the E 2 transition matrix 

elements between the ground state band, which 
can be measured in Coulomb excitation experiments 
are listed in Table 1. They are generally enlarged 
by the rotation-vibration interaction. For the 
10+ -> 8+ 20+ -> 18+ and 30+ 28+ transition 
the change amounts to 5, 15 and 22%. On the 
other hand the interband matrix elements

(I +  2)+ ß I + g and (/ +  2)+ y -> /+ g

decrease and therefore we expect an enhancement 
of the Coulomb excitation probabilities for the 
ground state band.

Table 1. E2-transition matrix elements in the ground state 
band of 238U calculated with and without rotation-vibra
tion interaction (RVI).

Transition </ + 2 || M (E2) 11 I) [e ■ b]
with RVI without RVI

2+-0+ 3.51 3.51
4+—2+ 5.67 5.62
6+—4+ 7.24 7.09
8+-6+ 8.60 8.30

10+—8+ 9.85 9.34
12+—10+ 11.0 10.3
14+-12+ 12.2 11.1
16+-14+ 13.3 12.0
18+—16+ 14.4 12.7
20+-18+ 15.4 13.4
22+-20+ 16.4 14.1
24+-22+ 17.4 14.7
26+-24+ 18.3 15.3
28+—26+ 19.2 15.9
30+—28+ 20.1 16.5
32+-30+ 20.9 17.0
34+-32+ 21.6 17.6
36+-34+ 22.3 18.1

5. Numerical Results

We solved the coupled channel Eqs. (2.7)
numerically for 136Xe-238U and 238XJ.238XJ.

All levels of the gs-, ß- and y-band of the target 
nucleus below the spin dependent fission barrier Ef 
were taken into account (see Figure 4). By discretiz- 
ing the continuum states above Ef according to 10, 
Coulomb fission could be studied simultaneously.
In contrast to backward scattering where only 
magnetic substances M =  0 are populated, it is 
necessary for the computation of angular distribu
tions to include various magnetic substates for each 
level. Test runs showed a convergence of the 
results with | M | ^  4 even at forward angles, which 
leads to a system of 630 coupled differential 
equations for the occupation amplitudes.

Figure 5 shows the Coulomb excitation prob
abilities P Cb in a 238U.238TJ collision for some 
members of the ground state-, ß- and y-band as 
function of the c.m. scattering angle. The results 
are valid for target as well as projectile excitation. 
The bombarding energy E\ab corresponds to a 
distance of closest approach rmin =  22.3 fm between 
the nuclei which is far outside the range of nuclear 
forces. As a common feature one realizes that the 
excitation maximum is transferred from the low 
spin to the high spin states with increasing scatter
ing angle. Some oscillation structures in the angular 
distribution are caused by virtual excitations of 
levels belonging not to the same rotational band. 
Concerning the gs-band, the Coulomb excitation 
probability reaches a maximum at J n =  24+ for 
backward scattering with PC*>(24+) =  8 • 10~2. For 
the 30+ state we have PCb(30+) =  3 . 10"3, and for
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Fig. 5. Angular distribution (c.m.s.) of the Coulomb excitation probability in a 238U-238U collision for different members 
of the ground state- and the first ß- and y-vibrational band. The oscillatory structure, especially in the /?-band, is explained 
in the text.

still higher spins the occupation probabilities fall 
off exponentially, so that the 36+ level just below 
the fission barrier can hardly be observed in the 
experimental photon spectrum (PCb(36+) =  1 • 10~5). 
The rotational bands built on the ß- and y-vibra- 
tional states are excited much less, for instance 
PCb (30+ y) =  6 • 10-4 and PCb (30+ ß) =  3 . lQ-s.

The spin dependence of Coulomb excitation at 
fixed bombarding energy and scattering angle 
becomes even more transparent from Figure 6. 
A kind of "sawtooth" structure is observed being 
typical for rotational nuclei18. In the following we 
consider the 136Xe-238U collision at backward angles

tion-vibration interaction.
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with 2£lab =  628 MeV (Fig. 7), where the strong 
interaction can be neglected. P Cb is plotted versus 
the angular momentum J. The calculation was done 
with and without rotation-vibration interaction 
(solid and dashed curves, respectively). As expected 
from the smaller energy difference between succes
sive levels (see Fig. 3), and the enhancement of the 
2?2-transition matrix elements the high spin states

26*

Fig. 8. Excitation functions for high spin states of the gs- 
band in 238U, calculated for backward scattered 136Xe pro
jectiles. Upper part: pure Coulomb interaction; lower part: 
both Coulomb and nuclear excitation. Note the strong 
interference minimum around 470 MeV.

in the gs-band will be populated stronger. For the 
rotational members 22+, 24+ and 26+ P Cb differs 
by a factor of about 1.5, 3.0 and 5.5 with increasing 
tendency towards higher spins. On the other hand, 
the occupation of the /9-vibrational states, which 
are most responsible for Coulomb fission, is reduced 
for J n ^  22+. From the excitation probabilities of 
the levels above the fission threshold we conclude 
that the theoretical Coulomb fission cross sections 
given in Ref. 11 for Xe-U will be reduced by at least

4

3

2

1

°350 4M 450 £ jm  500
Fig. 10. Mean excitation energy of the 238"[J target nucleus 
in a head-on collision of Xe-U as function of bombarding 
energy. The dashed curve corresponds to pure Coulomb 
excitation.

one order of magnitude at low bombarding energies. 
This indeed, has been observed in recent experi
ments 7-9.

In the y-vibrational band, the excitation prob
abilities are enlarged above spin 20 and strongly 
suppressed below. All these features clearly 
demonstrate that the rotation-vibration interaction 
cannot be neglected in collisions of deformed heavy 
nuclei.

Excitation functions for the 10+, 20+ and 26+ 
members of the gs- and /?-band in 238XJ are drawn 
in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. The upper part of 
these figures was calculated for pure Coulomb 
interaction, the lower part contains also nuclear 
forces. At low projectile energies, P Cb exhibits the 
typical oscillations of multiple Coulomb excitation. 
When approaching the Coulomb barrier Ec ^  470 
MeV, however, the strong interaction interferes 
destructively with the Coulomb force, so that the
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population of high spin states is considerably 
reduced. Above the barrier, the nuclear part of the 
coupling potential dominates (see Fig. 2) and the 
excitation probabilities rise again.

A similar behaviour can be observed by examin
ing the mean excitation energy E* of the target 
nucleus as function of bombarding energy (Figure 
10). It has been calculated from the asymptotic 
occupation amplitudes an(t ^  -1-oo) by means of 
the relation

£ * = 2 | a n(*-> +  oo)|2£n , (5.!)
n

where E n denote the eigenvalues of the intrinsic 
Hamiltonian Hq in Equation (2.1). In the i36Xe-238U 
collision the maximum excitation energy of the 
target nucleus amounts to j =  2.5 MeV.

The influence of the rotation-vibrat ion interaction 
on internal pair formation following nuclear 
Coulomb excitation will be discussed in a forthcom
ing paper.

We would like to thank Prof. W. Greiner and 
Prof. W. Scheid for very fruitful discussions.

Appendix

The functions F(ju, r, Roi, R02) together with 
the limites

lim /Lt~2F{{i, r, R0i , R02)

and
lim F(ju, r, R01, R02)
fi—>00

determine the elastic potential U (r). Three different 
regions for the relative coordinate r have to be 
investigated: a) both nuclei are well separated, 
b) the nuclei have a common overlap region, c) the 
smaller nucleus is completely contained in the 
larger one. We use the abbreviation

x =  r — R01 — R02 ■

The elastic potential function F  (fi, r, Roi, R02) 

a) r >  i?oi +  R02

t* - r / .F  — tc — e r Rq2
sinh

R02 Rq2
fi

cosh 
R 02 ft

f* \ 2 • , ^01
B01)

sinh
R
f< , ^01cosh-----
01

(A.l)

lim F  =  -  RoiRo2jr , lim (fi~2 F) =  0 .
//->oo " fi-+0

b) R02 -  R01 <  r <  R02 +  R01

u2
F  =  n —  e~rllx — V sinh 

R02 j  ft
fl , RQ2 cosh-----

B01
sinh

Bqi
R02 ft

n I fi5 sinh (xlfi) /a5 sinh (x/fi) cosh (x/ju) ji6 cosh (x/ju) \
rRoiR%2 ri?oi^o2 rR 0iRo2 ^01-^02 /

2 x3 x3 x4

cosh-----
R01

+ 2rRoiRo2 ^  QrR01Rl2 ' 6r R20l R02 +  24rR 20lR2002
1 X X X2 \ fi

\ T P01 -̂ 02 r R0iR 22 ^  r R 2,Ro2 2 T  rR  01 -̂ 002
(A.2)

lim F  =  — R01 Ro2/r -  ~  
/i—>-00 9 2 \2 4 rR 0iRo2 1 2 0 ri?^ P 02 m r R 0lR22

n-+o ^   ̂ 4 r R01 R02
x2 + +3i?oi 3Pq2 12i?oi i?02

720 rR 2v R202i
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c) 0 ^  r <  #02 -  #01
/u2 r 

F  =  n —  sinh — t1 V • , M ,sm h---------—— cosh
#01 I H #01 fx

(#01 r2.Ro! Rl, \  71 #01 , ^
6 18 #02 30#o2/ '  ^ o  3 #o2

Similarly the functions G2(fx, r, #02 > #01) together with the limites
lim n~2 G2 i/x, r, #02, #01) and lim G2 i/x, r, #02, #01)
ß-t-O fx->-oo

determine the radial part of the quadrupole coupling potential for the target nucleus. In the case of 
projectile excitation one has to interchange the nuclear radii #01 and #02 •

The quadrupole coupling potential function G2(fx, r, #02, #01)
a) r >  #01 +  #02

G2 =  2jt[/2(# 02) +  h { ~  #02)] [ -  /i(#oi) +  h i ~  #01 )} h ir) , (A.4)

71 #01 #no
limG2= - ~  , lim (ix-2G2) =  0 .
n —>00 15 r ^^0

b) #02 -  #01 <  r <  #02 +  #01
In this section we use the abbreviation m =  mi +  m2 +  m3.

G2 =  2 7 r [ - /2(#02)/2(r)/l(#O l)-/2(-#02)/2(r)/l(#O l) +  /2 (#02)/2 (r)/l(-#O l)-/2 (#02)/2 (-r-)/1(#oi)] 
2 2  1 (m+D/2 ( 2 mi)! (2 +  m2)! ( l+ m 3)!

+  2  2  2  2mi=o m2=o m%0 „-,0 mi ! (2 — m ) ! m2! (2 — m2)! ?n3! (1 — m3)! 
/  - fx  \W1+1 + 1 / - jx  \W3 + 1 [(#Q2 +  # o i - r ) / /a r +1- 2w

X U # o 2 j \  2r / \ 2 #01 / ~ ( m + l - 2 n ) !  ' ( "5)

2 2 1  (2 + mi)! (2 +  m2)! (l +  m3)!
hm G2 =  2TI 2  2  2

TOl=0 mt^o rnt^o mi ! (2 — mi)! m2! (2 — m2) ! m3!(l —m3)!
1

X (— 2#o2)-,ni-1 (— 2r)~ma_1 (— 2#oi)_wl3_1 , ,(m +  3)!

X [ -  (#02 +  r +  #oi)w+3 +  ( -  I)"11 ( -  #02 +  r +  #oi)™+3
+  ( -  I P  (#02 -  r +  # 0i)™+3 +  ( -  1 r +1 (#02 +  r -  #oi)w+3J ,

r  , , 4  v  V (2 + mi)! (2 +  m2)! ( l+ m 3)!
lim (fA~2 G2) =4:71 2  2  2
„-+0 mf=0 to3=0 ! (2 — mx) ! m2! (2 — m2) ! m3! (1 -  m3)!

X ( -  2 Ro2)~mi~1 (2r)_wl2_1 ( -  2#oi)~Wi3_1 ------ 7  , ... ----- .(m -j- 1)!

c) 0 ^  r <  #02 -  #01
7i r2 i?oi

G2 =  27if2iRo2)[h ir) +  h i - r ) ] [ - h ( R 01) +  h i - R o i ) ] ,  HmG2= —  — 3— , lim (^-2 ö 2) =  0 . (A.6)
/i->oo -"02 H-+ 0

The functions /i(:r) and j2ix) are defined in Equation (3.22).
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